
Transition Word for the Week – June 27th 

Most of us hope that summer 2021 will mark a transition in the effects of the novel 

coronavirus pandemic.  With increasing vaccinations, we look for signs that we will 

move towards life not defined by pandemic restrictions, precautions and social 

distancing.  We anticipate a “return to normal” or at the least a movement into a 

“new normal”.   

There is lots being written about how the world will not return to life exactly as it was 

before the pandemic.  We have all been changed by the experience.  Our perspective 

on how we live in communities, in social networks has been changed.  We cannot 

return to a time without the impact of “Black Lives Matter”; nor should we want to.  

We cannot recapture moments of grief that could not be marked in supportive 

community.  We cannot reclaim missed family gatherings, or being together for 

important celebrations.  We cannot dismiss that we have become cautious about 

social proximity even while longing to have close contact.  We cannot ignore that we 

have learned more vividly how social and economic disparity impacts health and 

well-being.  Wisdom regarding the transition out of the pandemic says it will bring 

its own challenges as we reshape life. 

So if we think that once we can gather for in-

person worship without capacity restrictions 

that congregational life will back to what it was, 

we are likely mistaken.  At St. Andrew’s there 

will be the transition to church life post-

pandemic alongside of the work of a 

congregation in transitional ministry.  It will be 

a time of discovering a new normal together.  

Each of us will be different from the last time 

everyone sat together in the sanctuary and as a 

collective we will be different having explored new ways of being church. 

Sometimes we hear the phrase “new normal” as a lament, a confession that we will 

have to let go of what was.  But it is also an invitation to opportunity, the possibility 

of finding a more purposeful future.  How can the learning about how to be church 

during the pandemic propel the congregation into seeing new avenues for ministry?  

What do we treasure about our churches and our world that we want to sustain? 



What are the things we can finally let go of? Where should we be looking for 

change? 

Having ventured into the digital worship world, what do we want to carry forward as 

a way of broadening ministry? 

Having lived through months of not being able to welcome the community into the 

building, what have learned about the importance of being a physical resource and 

connecting with community groups? 

Having seen the change in our downtown community, the increase need, what 

opportunities for ministry might emerge? 

Having missed the gift of being together, physically present to one another, what are 

the priorities for rebuilding relationships? 

We won’t answer these questions all at once, it will be a journey.  We will need to be 

intentional in rebuilding our sense of being community and be patient as each 

person will move at their own pace.  But our assurance is that our ever faithful God 

will journey with us.  May summer 2021 bring opportunities for discovering joy and 

hope as we move forward! 

 

 


